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Abstract: The increasing usage of computing in every aspect of modern society has
naturally raised a need for transparency in algorithms. Recently, methods from knowledge
compilation – a field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) – have been proposed to help explain
the decisions of certain algorithms used in machine learning. First, a model that is given
in a formalism not easily interpretable (e.g., a neural network) is transformed into a new
representation in a knowledge compilation formalism. Then, this new representation is
used to answer various interpretability queries (such as for instance “How many inputs
should be changed so that the entry becomes accepted by the model?”). If the target
formalism has been correctly chosen, these queries can be answered efficiently on the new
representation.
On the other hand, knowledge compilation has also been applied in the context of relational databases query evaluation, where it has been shown to be useful for solving complex
tasks such as probabilistic query evaluation or enumerating query answers. So far however,
knowledge compilation has not been considered for explainability in query evaluation.
The goal of this thesis is then twofold. First, the candidate will explore new ways into
which knowledge compilation can help explain the decisions of AI algorithms, for instance
by designing new relevant interpretability queries or developing new knowledge compilation
algorithms. Second, they will investigate how knowledge compilation could be used for
explainability in the context of relational databases.
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1 Topic presentation
Knowledge compilation [DM02] is a field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that studies the relationships between
diverse formalisms used to represent Boolean functions, as well as the tasks that can be solved efficiently
over these formalisms (satisfiability, model counting, enumeration of models, etc.). The difficulty of a
given task depends on the formalism used to represent the function; for instance, the satisfiability problem
(SAT) can be solved in linear time if the function is represented as a Boolean formula in disjunctive normal
form (DNF) but is NP-complete when it is represented as a formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF)
or as a Boolean circuit. Similarly, the problem of counting the number of satisfying assignments (#SAT)
can be solved in polynomial time if the function is given as a free binary decision diagram (FBDD), but is
intractable if it is given as a DNF. The general idea of knowledge compilation is then the following. Imagine
that we have some data and knowledge D that we want to analyze, through some queries q1 , q2 , . . .. First,
we choose a knowledge compilation formalism such that the queries q1 , q2 , . . . can be answered efficiently
on that formalism. We then compile the data into that formalism, obtaining a new representation R of
our data. Then, we use R to analyse the data by answering the queries. The compilation phase could be
expensive, but the advantage of this approach is that it needs to be done only once, after which we can
efficiently analyze our data, using its new representation. We next explain the two axes of research that
would be pursued in this thesis, and that would be investigated in parallel. Results of both theoretical and
practical nature are to be expected.
Knowledge compilation to explain AI algorithms. The knowledge compilation approach has recently
been used to explain the decisions of algorithm from machine learning, such as Bayesian Classifiers [SCD18b],
Binary Neural Networks [SSDC20], and Random Forests [CSGD20]. The model is transformed into a
formalism of knowledge compilation such that some interesting interpretability queries can be answered
efficiently. Examples of interpretability queries include finding sufficient reasons [SCD18b] (a sufficient
reason being a set of feature values that suffice to classify a given entry1 ), determining the model’s robustness [SCD18a], counting completions (having fixed a subset of features, what is the proportion of the
entries that are accepted by the model) [BMPS20], finding minimum cardinality changes (“How many inputs should be changed so that the entry becomes accepted by the model?”) [BMPS20] or again computing
Shapley values [ABM20]. For this first axis of the thesis, we propose the following directions of research.
• Carrying a systematic study of which interpretabiliy query can be solved efficiently on which formalisms from knowledge compilation, in the spirit of [AKM20] and [BMPS20]. This would allow us
to have a clearer picture of what can be done for each type of model.
• Designing new interpretability queries that have not yet been considered. Indeed, since this line
of research is rather recent, new interpretability queries of interest are regularly proposed by the
community (for instance, because they would be specific to certain applications).
• Investigating which type of model from machine learning can be compiled efficiently into which
formalism of knowledge compilation, and determining if the structure of the data can help in the
compilation phase (for instance, bounded-treewidth data).
• Proposing new knowledge compilation formalisms that would allow new queries to be answered, for
instance formalisms that could mix logical and statistical approaches.
• Implementing the algorithms that we will have developed to experiment on real datasets.
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Knowledge compilation to interpret (relational) query answers. Knowledge compilation has also been
used in the context of relational databases query evaluation. It has been shown to be helpful for instance for
probabilistic query evaluation [SORK11, JS13], or for enumerating query results with small delay [ABJM17].
There again, a database D and a query q are first compiled into a representation R from knowledge
compilation, and R is then used to solve the desired task. The idea for this second axis of the proposal
is to investigate how R could also be used to explain the query results. For instance, it has recently
been shown that certain variants of Shapley-values can be computed efficiently on formalisms of knowledge
compilation [ABM20]; and, independently, Shapley values have been proposed as a framework to quantify
the importance of database facts to a query result [LBKS19, RKL20]. An interesting research direction
would then be to show that the tractable cases identified by [LBKS19, RKL20] can be recaptured and
even extended by using the knowledge compilation approach, and by developing implementation to show
the practicality of this approach. Similarly, we would like to understand if the results for the various
interpretability queries that have been considered for AI models (such as sufficient reasons or minimum
cardinality changes) through knowledge compilation can be transferred into the relational databases world.
For instance, a framework has recently been introduced to explain query answers in the context of ontologymediated query answering [CLMV20], that actually uses the same notion of sufficient explanation that is
considered in AI, so it would be interesting to investigate if a knowledge compilation approach for this
could work.

2 Context and PhD advisors
The PhD will be carried out in LINKS2 , which is a joint research team between Inria Lille3 , the University
of Lille4 , and the CRIStAL laboratory5 . It would be supervised by Mikaël Monet6 and co-supervised by
Florent Capelli7 and Slawek Staworko8 . Mikaël Monet is a recently recruited Inria full-time researcher who
works on theoretical aspects of uncertain data management, knowledge compilation, and more recently on
applying symbolic and logical approaches to explainable AI. Florent Capelli is a maı̂tre de conférences at
University of Lille and works on knowledge compilation and on solving complex aggregation problems for
databases. Slawek Staworko is also maı̂tre de conférences at University of Lille, holds an habilitation à
diriger des recherches since 2016, and works on graph databases, data quality and consistency, as well as
on inference problems of database schemas.
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